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**ABSTRACT**

Indonesian migrant workers in Saudi Arabia, particularly at informal sectors, had experienced the lack of protection that supposedly addressed by the Government of Indonesia (GoI). Thus, former President of Indonesia, Susilo Bambang Yudhoyono, declared a moratorium policy during the cabinet meeting on June 23, 2011, in order to improve the protection mechanism of Indonesian migrant domestic workers. The government perceived moratorium policy as strategic instrument to influence and urge Saudi’s government to sign the MoU with Indonesian authorities related to the domestic workers protection. In milieu of this issue, the researchers attempted at analyzing the impacts of such a policy. The analysis was based on national interest theory and designed as a qualitative research which sought to describe the implementation of moratorium policy. This study came to argue that the moratorium policy could be seen as a manifestation of political commitment from Indonesia’s government perceiving the protection of Indonesian migrant workers is high in the list. As a tool of transformative mechanism, moratorium brought several impacts which affected Indonesia’s government. This policy apparently stimulated the institutionalized protection mechanism, the improvement of pre-departure program particularly in the aspects of physical and psychological empowerment, the formulation of three layered advocacy including pre-consignment, on-consignment, and post-consignment; and last but not least the signing of MoU between the GoI and the King of Saudi Arabia which then eventually necessitates strong manifestation of Saudi’s political willingness to provide effective protection mechanism for Indonesian migrant workers.

**ABSTRAK**

Tenaga kerja migran Indonesia yang bekerja di Arab Saudi, terutama di sektor-sektor informal tidak mendapatkan perlindungan yang sepatutnya diberikan oleh pemerintah Indonesia. Mantan Presiden Indonesia Susilo Bambang Yudhoyono mendeklarasikan sebuah kebijakan moratorium tenaga kerja Indonesia yang bekerja di sektor domestik. Pemerintah menganggap kebijakan moratorium tersebut sebagai instrumen yang strategis untuk mempengaruhi dan mendesak pemerintah Arab Saudi untuk menandatangani MoU dengan otoritas Indonesia berkaitan dengan perlindungan pekerja domestik. Peneliti berusaha menganalisis dampak dari kebijakan tersebut. Analisis didasarkan pada teori kepentingan nasional dan didesain dengan metode penelitian kualitatif yang bertujuan untuk mendesainkrisipkan implementasi dari kebijakan moratorium. Penelitian ini menemukan bahwa kebijakan moratorium bisa dilihat sebagai sebuah manifestasi komitmen politik dari pemerintah Indonesia untuk menjadikan perlindungan terhadap tenaga kerja migran Indonesia sebagai prioritas. Sebagai alat dari mekanisme transformatif, moratorium mendatangkan beberapa dampak terhadap pemerintah Indonesia. Kebijakan ini menstimulasi mekanisme perlindungan yang terinstitusional, perkebangan dari program terutama dalam aspek pemberdayaan fisik dan psikologis, formulasi dari advokasi tiga lapis yang terdiri dari pre- pengiriman,
Background of the study
Oxford Dictionary simply defines moratorium as “a temporary prohibition of an activity”. The word originally came from modern Latin, *moratorius*, in the late of 19th century. Although it probably means as simple as such definition, as a public policy, moratorium carries with itself the dimension of political power. Moratorium could be used as a tool of repressive or curative action to prevent further implications (Subhan, et.al, 2012,p.38). Hence, the state could terminate an activity or a process in accordance with creating regulations if the national welfare or safety is threatened (Roland C. Amundson and Lewis J. Rotman, 1984, p.16).

In Indonesia, one of the most critical moratorium policies which has been implemented by far and reached controversies is the moratorium policy on the consignment of Indonesian migrant workers to many destination countries, specifically Saudi Arabia. The practice of sending migrant workers abroad received greater attention from scholars and practitioners due to its increasing trends yet dilemmatic results. The consignment of Indonesian workers overseas was made by Indonesian government to solve the increasing number of unemployment and solved the economic issues at that time (UNHCR, 2015; Prihanto, 2013, p.62).

In terms of labor itself, migrant workers divided into two clusters, formal and informal. Most of Indonesian migrant workers occupied informal sectors, particularly domestic sectors, due to the lack of skills and low education level. UNHCR described domestic worker as any person engaged in work performed within an employment relationship, in or for a household such as housekeeper, nurses, personal drivers, plantation workers and gardeners, cleaning service, construction workers, contractor, waiters, laundry workers up to the chef, they lack of protection because they lived within the household and lack of monitoring (Farbenblum, Bassina, Eleanor Taylor-Nicholson, and Sarah Paoletti, 2013). In 2010, Indonesian migrant workers in informal sector amount up to 29,762 workers (Badan Pusat Statistik, 2013).

Current Dynamic of Indonesian Migrant Workers in Saudi Arabia
In fact, there are many problems faced by migrant workers in informal sector. Those problems divided into two categories, which are labor case and non-labor case (Usman, 2015). Labor cases are the cases that happened related to the working activities, such as the unpaid wages, different working tasks that mentioned in the contract, working accident, and overwork. Non-labor cases are the cases that are unrelated to the working activities, such as the physical abuses as if the employer torturing or beating the worker, facing sexual harassment, violates the law and regulations also limited access to contact the consulates or embassies in the destination countries.

In 2010, the cases related to Indonesian domestic workers in Saudi Arabia, which were mostly women workers, escalated significantly from 23, 760 to 31,676 cases (BNP2TKI, 2013). The worst story arose when they intentionally broke their contracts if they faced physical abuses, beaten or burned, facing overwork and did not get enough time to sleep, or the employers withholding the important document of the workers. News websites such as Aljazeera, Saudi Gazette, and Gulf News have published some reports on the increasing numbers of women who have mysteriously disappeared, murdered, sentenced to death, or committed suicide in Saudi Arabia (Tirtosudarmo, 2000). Indeed, in recent years, Migrant Care as the social activist located in Jakarta have pressured Indonesian government to prohibit the placement of Indonesian workers...
in Saudi Arabia until they get better protections and succeed to push both states to sign the bilateral agreement on the related issues (BBC Indonesia).

In 2009, the newly elected government realized that there was a chance to improve the system of placement and protection of Indonesian migrant workers. As the member country of International Labor Organization (ILO) that has a purpose to promote the social justice, Indonesia was in ways to create a firm standards based on the international labor that aimed to promote the opportunities for women and men to obtain decent work optimally, which gave freedom, equity and dignity. ILO ensures that migrant worker issues prioritized by the government and includes in the National Mid-Term Development Plan (Rencana Pembangunan Jangka Menengah/RPJMN) 2010-2014 (International Labour Organization, 2012). The government has sought to strengthen the policy framework through the amendment of Law No. 39 Year 2004 on placement and protection of Indonesian migrant workers.

Unfortunately, the progress of those programs and regulation was not fully effective to supposedly protect the workers. Based on the report BNP2TKI (2013), in 2010, numbers of the issues of Indonesian domestic workers in Saudi Arabia dramatically increased. According to a report by Ministry of Foreign Affairs in 2015, the regulations were overlapped and hence failed to solve the issues of migrant workers, as well as lack of commitment with the destination countries to protect the migrant workers, both formal and informal sector (Ministry of Foreign Affairs, 2015, p.95).

Given this fact, under several circumstances, Indonesian government decided to set soft moratorium on January 2011 as the preliminary action for the actual moratorium considering the high number of reported problems in Saudi Arabia (Kementerian Sekretariat Negara Republik Indonesia, 2012). It consists of sweeping the illegal workers and returning the over-stayer workers that did not have legal documents. Regulation that consisted of supervising the job order tightly and controlling the recruitment process up to the placement stage was produced, while socialization actively informed the applicant/prospective migrant workers to advise them that there could be a lot of consequences to work overseas moreover in Saudi Arabia (BNP2TKI, 2011).

As a consequence, Indonesian government faced fluctuation pertaining to its decision to support migrant workers in Saudi Arabia. The decreasing number of Indonesian domestic workers (BNP2TKI, 2011) could not fulfill the demands of Saudi households, makes Saudi government continuously asked Indonesia to have a diplomatic meeting to handle the issues of domestic workers (The Jakarta Post). On one hand, the GoI fully understands it is a high opportunity to provide employment for the low skilled labor yet it also yields a dilemma. There are both exogenous and endogenous factors underlying the government of Indonesia to reconsider Indonesian migrant workers to Saudi Arabia. Internal factors consist of disputes faced by workers when they worked in Saudi Arabia, particularly the capital punishment of Ruyati binti Satubi without informing the Indonesian authorities (Ministry of Foreign Affairs). Pressures and demands from the citizen of Indonesia, especially members of Commission IX House of Representatives and NGO such as Migrant Care that forcedly asked the government to take a decisive action to end the problems of Indonesian domestic workers in Saudi Arabia immediately (Berita Satu). While the external problems affected by the minimum of agreement between Indonesia and Saudi related on the issues of Indonesian domestic workers protection in Saudi Arabia.

**Moratorium Policy by Susilo Bambang Yudhoyono’s Administration 2011**

During the cabinet meeting which held in the Presidential Palace on 23 June 2011, President Susilo held a press speeches and announces that there were 6 (six) points of decisions and instructions related on Indonesian workers, which also unfold the implementation of domestic workers moratorium to Saudi Arabia, primarly applied for informal sector started effectively on 1 August 2011(Juandea, 2014). It means that the government of the two countries...
agreed to have a temporary prohibition on the consignment of domestic workers as a policy with several objectives based on the country’s national interest as a repressive action. From the urgency level, the implementation of moratorium chosen because both countries were ‘sandwiched’ between the interests of a strategic cooperation as well as the pressures from various parties and cases. In other words, moratorium policy became strategic means to influence and urge Saudi government to sign the MoU with Indonesian authorities related to the domestic workers protection (Commission IX House of Representatives, 2011). Within this research, assuming that this policy is really addressed to influence Saudi’s government, the researcher would like to raise one critical question whether or not the moratorium policy eventually results in positive impacts to the government of Indonesia.

Research Framework

Figure 1 describes the process of applying two variables, national interests and foreign policy concept, within the scope of this study.

National Interest
According to Michael G. Roskin (1994, p.1), national interest defines as what is good for the nation as a whole in international affairs. National interest includes a set of long-term interests that are commonly good to a state, such as national independence, national integrity, security and economic prosperity (Haryono and Muhamad Afifi, 2014, p.120). Frankel also defines national interest as the desired outcomes and foreign policy as a formulation or instruments of states to achieve that desired outcomes (Frankel, 1970). To achieve the national interest, states always seek national goals from time to time by initiating a set of actions that constitute the national strategy.

This research will focus on Indonesian national interest, which aims to protect the citizen of Indonesia through diplomatic actions, negotiations and conducting bilateral agreement with the destination countries. These actions also referred as the political analysis and political actions taken by the state to protect its national interests (Frankel, 1970). In the context of defending human rights, Roskin (2012) classified the national interest as permanent, general, and secondary type. He described it as the long-term commitment to human right but without any quarrel with specific country. The situation between Indonesia – Saudi related to the issue of domestic workers has offended the national interest of Indonesia. Therefore, Indonesian moratorium policy of domestic workers consignment to Saudi Arabia in 2011 implemented considering the internal and external factors. The most affected reason is the highest escalation of domestic workers cases at that time.

Foreign Policy
Holsti (1972) explained foreign policy as the actions or ideas planned by policy makers in order to solve a problem or uphold some changes in the environment, which can be in the forms of policies, attitudes, or actions of another states. He stated that there are 4 (four) notions of foreign policy, which consist of foreign policy orientation, national roles, objectives and actions.

Foreign policy objectives of a state have several purposes, which could be achieved by influencing the behavior of other states (Holsti, 1972). The objectives concerned to solve the problems as they arise, but did not aim for long-term objectives and formulated the means to achieve them. Paul Seabury in Holsti (1972) explained that foreign policy is the result of dead-lock judgment. To achieve its objectives, the actions of foreign policy consist of power, capability and influence. This research will focus on the exercise of influence as the actions of foreign policy in order to achieve the national objectives.
In this context, under the pressure of domestic situation and the escalating cases of migrant workers, Indonesian government started to implement moratorium policy in 2011. In this phase, Indonesian government tried to use the power of influence as a deterrence effect, considering the short-time decision and stress that pressured the government at that time. The feelings of urgency surrounds the policy makers make them immediately take a critical decision. Giao (2014) also explains moratorium in the field of human rights as the new mechanism in attempt to tackle several challenges, because it arises through a pressing challenge that is ‘too soon to take a definite decision’.

Giao specified moratorium as a transformative mechanism, which proposed a a short-term alternative solution to a problem that aim at the long-term modification of the status quo. Refer to the theory of Giao, Indonesian workers abused under the domestic regulations of Saudi Arabia, which could not provide human rights freedom and access to justice.

Discussion

Saudi Arabia: The First Main Destination

Saudi Arabia is the first destination country that reached the highest number where the workers mostly decide to work in the domestic sector. This issue became a concern that changed the policies of migrant workers from passive (adhoc) to be regulative (Geerards, 2008). Those policies mentioned that Indonesian government, which was under Suharto’s regime, had concerned on the issue of the unemployment, support the labor force to increase the quality of skills, also concern on the placement and protection of Indonesian migrant workers, especially in Saudi Arabia. During the authoritarian era, Saudi Arabia remained the main destination as it can be seen in Figure 2.

![Figure 1 - The Placement of Indonesian Migrant Workers to Saudi Arabia](source: PUSLITFO BNP2TKI)

Nevertheless, the fall of Suharto’s authoritarian order gendered the issue of migrant workers. In following years, more importantly under the leadership of President Abdurrahman Wahid, the rate of women migrant workers was higher than the men, particularly on the domestic sector. One thing that previous regime failed to accommodate was the regulation to anticipate the gendering gap in terms of migrant workers working in domestic areas. The absence of regulation sophistication in protecting women migrant workers resulted in the high frequent human rights abuse. Indonesian migrant workers must obey the regulations in the destination countries. As in Saudi Arabia, most of domestic workers faced limited access to gain their rights if they violated the regulations. They were not protected by Saudi labor law and some employers misused its freedom to take control over the workers.

The Unbeaten Kafala

Saud’s national legal system has long blocked integrated protection for Indonesian workers due to the implementation of *kafala*. The *Kafala* (sponsorship) system emerged in the 1950s to regulate the relationship between employers and domestic workers in the GCC countries (Migrant Forum Asia, 2011). It regulates all workers within households which include maid, driver, gardener, and etc. The employer is responsible to pay for the recruitment of the workers to the GCC countries and after the arrival, the workers’ visa status is tied to the employers. The minimum
period of the employment contract is 2 years, and there are no contract signed between the employer and the workers. The workers only signed the contract with the recruitment agency. If the contract broken, the employer could ask the worker to pay back the recruitment fee, unless if human rights abuse or proven violation committed by the employer. If the workers escape, they will not get any form of justice even in the case where there is an obvious violation of rights. In some cases, kafeel or employers exploit the domestic workers. The employers used their own freedom from obligations under this system to control over the workers (Human Rights Watch, 2008, p.4). This system also uses the term ‘transfer or services’ in lieu of ‘transfer of sponsorship/employer’. The change was necessary to deflect the criticism of the kafala system, because most employers treat the workers as a slave that overwhelmed under the power of the employer (Gulf Labour Markets and Migration, 2015, p.6).

Kafala system gives power to the employer and Saudi labor law that exclude protection, rights and duties information of domestic workers worsened the condition of Indonesian workers in Saudi Arabia (Gulf Talent, 2008). Based on the Centre for the Study of Labour and Mobility (Bajracharya), there are 5 types of abuse, which are:

a) Economic abuse
   Terms and conditions of the work contract are violated by the employer –not paid on time, paid less or not paid at all. One case, for example, emerged when Sisi R did not receive her salary for 9 years and 3 months. After she complained to the embassy, the employer paid her salary for 2 years and 7 months. They did not pay the rest, so she stayed in the shelter of the embassy for 11 months to get her salary back before she returned to Indonesia (Human Rights Watch, 2008, p.74).

b) Psychological abuse
   Employer forbids the domestic worker from contacting their family, restricts movement (withholding passport and other documents), also trauma from sexual advances. This sort of abuse can be seen in the case of Nour Miyati. She migrated for the third times. First, she was placed in Medina for 4 years and then placed in Ta’if for 2 years. During these years, she never got enough food and did not receive her salary (Human Rights Watch, 2008, p.36).

c) Sexual abuse
   Some Indonesian women migrant workers also faced the forced sexual intercourse, such as being raped. Isdiah was one of the victims. At the time she the family had gone out on the night of Eid al-Fitr, she was told to clean the ground floor where her male employer lives. There was nobody else when the male employer naked and tried to rape her. She could not scream or push him off. He said, “I have not take advantage of you, because I paid a lot of money for you.” (Human Rights Watch, 2008, p.68).

d) Verbal abuse
   The verbal abuse is also common violation faced Indonesian migrant workers in the belated country. The employers, very often too, performed worse through degrading words, insulting, humiliating, and making fun of the workers race, cast, religion, clothes, and personal behavior. Eni M admitted this inhuman treatment performed by the employer as she had to go through the days when the employers shout or hit her and called her an animal (Human Rights Watch, 2008, p.63).

e) Physical abuse
   Attacking workers’ body is mostly found in the investigation of human right abuse. Workers are slapped, hit, burnt, punched, not given food or enough rest/sleep, no proper health care, locked in the room against the workers will. It gets more ironic when the physical abuse causes the death of the workers. On July 2010, Sumiati binti Salan Mustapa, was admitted to a private hospital in Medina injured from head to toe. Her employers allegedly burned her both legs were almost motionless, broke her middle finger and cut her lips with scissors. According to the Medina police chief, three members of the family were involved in the torture. In response to this...
‘extraordinary torture’ case, President Susilo Bambang Yudhoyono demanded justice for her (Migrant Rights). Another form of physical abuse, which shed more lights on SBY’s administration to condemn the violation, was apparent when Saudi’s court decided Ruyati binti Satubi (54) was sentenced to death without prior confirmation to Indonesia’s authority. According to SBY, Saudi government disregarded the ‘norms and manners’ of the international relations (Ministry of Foreign Affairs).

The table 1 below shows the list of arrivals of problematic Indonesian domestic workers from Saudi Arabia based on the report of BPK TKI (Balai Pelayanan Kepulangan Tenaga Kerja Indonesia) Selapajang, Tangerang in 2008-2011.

![Table 1: Number of Indonesian Domestic Workers Arrivals in Saudi Arabia 2008-2011](image)

Against this case, the government of Indonesia has urged the Saudi government to sign on the MoU regarding the protection of migrant workers that frequently faced abuses, unfair system of trials, restrictions on the involvement of embassy on the settlement of the disputes, as well as sentenced to death (House of Representatives, 2011). On the other hand, international human rights organizations criticized Saudi Arabia for its treatment toward migrant workers. Human Rights Watch in 2011 reported that Indonesian domestic workers and elsewhere that travel to Saudi are frequent to endure from psychological, physical and sexual abuse. Some of the cases even became the international headlines (CNN, 2011).

The situation between Indonesia – Saudi related to the issue of migrant workers has offended the national interest of Indonesia. Therefore, the government of Indonesia prioritized the political action that should be implemented regarding to the issue. Based on its characteristic, the stress laid upon domestic element (Frankel, 1970). It describes that if a problem or an element of national interest becomes salient it is subjected by the general public or by some elite (Human Rights Watch, 2008). In other words, when interests are conflicted, there can be no cooperation between countries. As a result, even though Indonesian government should face the consequences, defending its national interest and political power is the main focus of this problem. The situation worsened because of the pressures and demands coming from the Indonesian people, especially member of Commission IX House of Representatives and NGO such as Migrant Care forcibly asked the government to take a decisive action to end the problems of Indonesian domestic workers in Saudi Arabia (Berita Satu).

The Implementation of Indonesia’s Moratorium Policy in Saudi Arabia

On 1 August 2011, President Susilo Bambang Yudhoyono started to implement moratorium policy on the domestic sector as to restructure the employment system and migrant worker services and improving migrant worker protection in Saudi Arabia (Ministry of State Secretariat, 2011). These are the details of the six decisions:

1. The Government of Indonesia decided to implement Indonesian domestic workers moratorium policy to Saudi Arabia starting from August 1, 2011. The measures will be carried out as the form of supervision and tightening the consignment of Indonesian migrant workers.
2. The moratorium policy will be applied until Saudi government agreed to sign the MoU and agreement that guarantee the protection mechanism as well as other matters that required by Indonesian workers (Ministry of State Secretariat, 2011).

3. The President would send a letter to King of Saudi Arabia clarifying that, first, bilateral relations will not be affected despite this labor issues; second, grateful appreciation for the unconditional release of hundreds migrant workers in Saudi Arabia; third, a deep concern to the execution of Ms. Ruyati which violate the international norms and manners.

4. The President will form a task force specifically to handle and defense the Indonesian citizen facing the death penalty in Saudi Arabia and other destination countries as well (Ministry of State Secretariat, 2011).

5. Formulating Law and Human Rights Attaché at Indonesian embassies in the destination countries that have a large number of Indonesian domestic workers, particularly the most frequent problems.

6. The national policy that concern on Indonesian migrant workers will be defined further after the President getting recommendations that formulated by the Integrated Team (Viva News).

The Impacts of Indonesian Moratorium Policy

Realizing the urgency to recover the bilateral cooperation on the consignment of domestic migrant workers from Indonesia to Saudi Arabia, the government of Indonesia decided to implement moratorium policy. Indonesia’s decision to terminate the continuation of migrant workers in Saudi Arabia evidently sheds more lights on classical realist prescription that a state will always seek for its national interests instead of upholding common shared interests. Moreover Indonesian government considered Saudi’s decision in the execution of Siti’s case as to discharge the strength of diplomatic approach. The failure of Saudi’s internal reform in protecting the rights of Indonesian migrant workers remained a real manifestation of Saudi’s diplomatic arrogance due to the absence of shared common interests, in the context of providing workers’ rights protection, between both countries.

There will always be two sides of every story. This is evident in Indonesia’s decision pertaining to its migrant workers in Saudi Arabia. On one hand, by implementing moratorium policy, the placement of Indonesian migrant workers being suspended and the overstayed migrants were returned, so the remittances that used to be obtained by Indonesian government through migrant workers in Saudi Arabia decreased gradually from 2011 to 2013 (Bank of Indonesia and BNP2TKI, 2015). On the other hand, the government of Indonesia did not undermine its decision despite such remittance decreasing. To this extent, Indonesian government did not decide to prolong the consignment in ways of resembling its institutional reform through formal legal basis. However, given that the constellation between them remained escalated, then it becomes important to ask if the policy contributes to the improvement for the government of Indonesia. By elucidating how he moratorium policy stimulated government’s initiatives toward the more-comprehensive regulation, this study argues that the policy constructively affects Indonesia’s government though it may also decrease the remittances.

Figure 2 - Remittances of Indonesian Migrant Workers from Saudi Arabia (Million of USD)

Source: Bank of Indonesia and BNP2TKI
Constructive Impacts

Institutionalization of protection mechanism

The government follows up the moratorium policy through the institutionalization of protection mechanism by providing integrated formal basis. The manifestation of Indonesian government’s political commitment to protect its migrant worker overseas results in such an integrated protection mechanism. Following the failure of diplomatic talks responding to the Siti’s death penalty, Indonesia’s government managed to establish a series of legal procurement so as to avoid the repetition of the same story.

This succeeded the implementation of two formal legal bases, started from Presidential Decree No.15 and No.17 in the Year 2011. The first decree gives a basis to conduct the integrated team to protect Indonesian migrant workers overseas (Tim Terpadu Perlindungan Tenaga Kerja Indonesia di LuarNegeri). This decree was effectively started on 14 June 2011 which in charged for 6 (six) months. The integrated team expected to evaluate all the policies and regulations as well as the mechanism related on the protection of Indonesian migrant workers overseas, also evaluates the PPTKIS, job training and the related activities.

To maximize the function of integrated team to protect Indonesian migrant workers overseas, the government of Indonesia decided to immediately implement Presidential Decree No. 17 Year 2011 to handle the case of Indonesian citizen overseas or Indonesian migrant workers that sentenced to death. Establishing the task force called SATGAS, it is expected that every migrant worker is able to access legal advocacy at most. According to the figure 6, it can be said that the mechanism of protection is improved through the process of advocacy and litigation by hiring retainer lawyer to help SATGAS maximize its function (Badan Perencanaan Pembangunan Nasional, 2012).

Source: BNP2TKI

Through the implementation of SATGAS, in 2012, 72 from 203 Indonesian citizens that sentenced to death overseas have successfully released. The 72 people consist from 6 countries, which are; 24 people in Saudi Arabia, 23 people in Malaysia, 22 people in China, 1 person in Singapore, and 2 people in Iran (BNP2TKI, 2012). Thus, with its successful result of SATGAS as the task force to handle the case of Indonesian citizen overseas which in charged for 6 (six) months from the enactment of this decree, President Susilo Bambang Yudhoyono extended the decree to maximize its function to arrange the standard operating procedures (SOP) as the mechanism to handle the case of Indonesian citizens or Indonesian migrant workers overseas that sentenced to death (BNP2TKI, 2012).

Improvement on pre-departure program

To decrease numbers of Indonesian migrant workers who then become victims of rights abuse in any form, the government of
Indonesia improves the pre-departure stage particularly in terms of physical and psychological preparation. Susilo Bambang Yudhoyono also signed the Presidential Decree No. 64 Year 2011 on 20 September 2011 that regulate the medical and psychological checking of the candidates of Indonesian migrant workers (Pemeriksaan Kesehatan dan Psikologi Calon Tenaga Kerja Indonesia) which clearly mentioned that the candidates of migrant workers must be physically and mentally healthy and the candidates required to be checked during pre-departure stage so they could go through conducive adaptation process while abroad.

Three layered advocacy

Based on the Government Regulation No. 3 Year 2013, it regulates the protection of Indonesian migrant workers since pre-consignment, on-consignment, and post-consignment. It stated in the Article 3, the protection given to the applicant of migrant workers, Indonesian migrant workers placed by BNP2TKI, the private agency (PPTKIS), and workers that departed individually (besides Middle Eastern Countries). It also mentioned the protection during the placement stage started when the workers arrived at the airport before the placement, up to when they arrived back. During the placement stage, the protection responsibility given to the embassy based on the regulations of the destination countries which consist of supervising and monitoring, diplomatic/consular protection, giving legal assistance and defend to get the Indonesian workers’ rights overseas.

The new mechanism not only affect the protection of Indonesian migrant workers in Saudi Arabia, but also worldwide. Based on the data of BNP2TKI the number of domestic workers has been decreased effectively in Saudi Arabia during the period of 2011-2014. In 2013, as shown in Figure 4, the number increased slightly because Saudi government provides an opportunity for foreign citizens that violate immigration laws or migrant workers who enter Saudi using a visa for Umrah or Hajj to work before 3 July 2008, to return back to the home country or extend their permission to work in Saudi Arabia. This amnesty policy was enforced on 11 May-3 July 2013, and extended until 3 November 2013 (DPD RI, 2013). In 2014, there are 298 cases of Indonesian citizens that sentenced to death. From that number of cases, as many as 59 Indonesian citizens released from death (Ministry of Foreign Affairs, 2014).

Figure 4 - Number of Indonesian Domestic Workers in Saudi Arabia 2011-2014

The decreasing number of Indonesian domestic workers in Saudi Arabia affected to the decreasing number of cases and complaints. It showed that the moratorium policy brought impacts of better result towards Indonesian domestic workers’ protection which was included as one of the Strategic Plan of Ministry of Foreign Affairs 2015-2019. Ministry of Manpower and Transmigration, Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Indonesian embassies as well as BNP2TKI supported to implement moratorium policy on the consignment of Indonesian domestic workers to all Middle Eastern Countries which was started to in force on May 2015 (The Government of Republic of Indonesia, 2015). The impact of moratorium policy which reduced the number of cases and complaints illustrated in the following graph (BNP2TKI, 2015):
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The signing of MoU between the King of Saudi Arabia and Government of Indonesia

The King of Saudi Arabia finally agreed to sign the MoU on the protection of Indonesian domestic workers on 19 February 2014. The signed MoU is the manifestation of Saudi’s diplomatic commitment to support the establishment of effective protection mechanism for Indonesian domestic workers. If the disputes occurred, the process of settlement should be done through cooperation by conducting dialogue and diplomatic consultations. After the implementation of MoU, BNP2TKI created better procedure to facilitate the homecoming process of Indonesian migrant workers (BNP2TKI, 2014) as shown in figure 6.

The MoU set a standard contract of employment which involved the employer, Indonesian domestic workers, Saudi recruitment offices and Indonesia recruitment agencies. The contract consists of type of work and working hours, place of work, duties and responsibilities both the employer and the worker, wages, day off and leave, duration of extension and termination of contract. In the Article 3, it is stated that Saudi government must supervised, ensure the right of Indonesian domestic workers to hold their own travel document, given freedom of access to contact their family, facilitate the consular protection and assistance by Indonesian diplomatic/consular missions. This MoU will be in forced for a period of 3 (three) years and automatically renewable.

1. Conclusion

Moratorium policy taken by Indonesian government can be viewed as an urgent decision related to the migrant workers issues. As the Indonesian foreign policy to achieve its national interests, moratorium policy defines as the short term decision that aims for the long term decision. It became a tool to influence Saudi government to sign the MoU on the protection of Indonesian domestic workers. As well as the decision of Indonesian government, Saudi government also decided to ban the working visas of Indonesian domestic workers to minimize the further issues of migrant workers.

As a tool of transformative mechanism, moratorium brought several impacts which affected Indonesia’s government. On one hand, economically speaking, deficit in remittances cannot be prevented due to the production of this policy. However, under the administration of President Susilo Bambang Yudhoyono, the
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---
policy stimulated, first, the institutionalized protection mechanism; second, the improvement of pre-departure program particularly in the aspects of physical and psychological empowerment; third, the three layered advocacy including pre-consignment, on-consignment, and post-consignment; and last but not least, the signing of MoU between the Government of Indonesia and the King of Saudi Arabia which then eventually necessitates strong manifestation of Saudi’s political willingness to provide effective protection mechanism for Indonesian migrant workers. Having said that, it is relevant noting that protecting Indonesia’s migrant workers has been high in the list of Indonesia’s national interest.
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